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We  investigated  the  occurrence  of non-alphanumeric  characters  in  a randomized  subset  of
over  almost  650,000  titles  of  scientific  publications  from  the  Web  of  Science  database.  Addi-
tionally,  for  almost  500,000  of  these  publications  we correlated  occurrence  with  impact,
using the  field-normalised  citation  metric  CPP/FCSm.  We  compared  occurrence  and  cor-
relation  with  impact  both  at in  general  and  for  specific  disciplines  and took into  account
the  variation  within  sets  by  (non-parametrically)  bootstrapping  the  calculation  of impact
values.  We  also  compared  use  and  impact  of individual  characters  in  the 30 fields  in  which
non-alphanumeric  characters  occur  most  frequently,  by using  heatmaps  that  clustered  and
reordered  fields  and  characters.  We  conclude  that  the  use  of some  non-alphanumeric  char-
acters, such  as  the  hyphen  and  colon,  is common  in most  titles  and  that  not  including
such  characters  generally  correlates  negatively  with  impact.  Specific  disciplines  on  the
other hand,  may  show  either  a negative,  absent,  or positive  correlation.  We  also  found
that thematically  related  science  fields  use  non-alphanumeric  characters  in  comparable
numbers,  but  that  impact  associated  with  such  characters  shows  a less  strong  thematic  rela-
tion.  Overall,  it appears  that  authors  cannot  influence  success  of  publications  by including
non-alphanumeric  characters  in  fields  where  this  is  not  already  commonplace.

© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

. Introduction

Every day, the inbox of a modern researcher readily fills up with emails from friends, colleagues, and even complete
trangers. Even more, at stated intervals, emails arrive that contain titles of interesting publications which have recently been
dded to databases such as Pubmed, Scopus, or the Web  of Science. Furthermore, personal messages, electronic forums, web
ites, and social networks all require attention and time. Evidently, new scientific literature is only one stream of information
hat nowadays flows towards a researcher—albeit a rather pivotal one for the profession at hand. Already some time ago,

eadows (1974) estimated that an average researcher had to scan through roughly 3000 titles per year. We  assume that
his has only become more, and that the increased information burden leaves even less time to deal with them. Clearly, to
et attention of potential readers, it is crucial that a publication is presented effectively to a researcher. In many cases, the

itle is the way to accomplish this (Soler, 2007). Of course, an author could try a tactic employed by writers of certain emails
EGGING FOR attention. Yet, there is a good chance that this will annoy and subsequently put off potential readers, and
ince being read is an important factor in the professional success of authors, this is evidently not desirable. As writing and
ublishing is a communal effort, readers are used to certain topics and styles. Authors can use this to their benefit, by using
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familiar ways of phrasing a title in order to facilitate quick reading and to use signal words that are expected to trigger the
interest of an audience. Yet, phrasing a title too general can bore: a title has to stand out too. Standing out can be accomplished
by phrasing differently, for example by using a well-known (but within science not common) literary template such as “to
X or not to X” (and filling at the X the particular topic of interest). Alternatively, it could be as simple as using particular,
non-alphanumeric characters in a title.

Specific non-alphanumeric characters and title characteristics have been the subject of previous research. Early studies by
Dillon (1981, 1982) showed that the colon (“:”) has become a standard character in titles of scientific publications. Lewison
and Hartley (2005) also studied the colon and found differences in title length and colon usage, both over time and over
disciplines. Hartley (2007) combined a meta-analysis with new results and showed that colons are preferred by students
because they improve the structure of a title, but are not necessarily appreciated by their fellow academics, who make
up the intended audience of most scientific publications. However, studies cited by Hartley (2007) failed to find significant
differences between the number of citations for publications with and without colons in their title, although the scope of this
result was limited to a single journal. Beside the colon, Ball (2009) showed that the question mark has become a frequently
appearing in titles in Medicine and (to a lesser extend) in Physics. We  generalize these previous studies on specific aspects of
titles and investigate both use of specific characters in publication titles and correlation with impact in a broad and extensive
sense. By this, we mean that we do not focus on a particular (non-alphanumeric) character nor limit our investigation to
specific journals or science fields.

Our main research question is: given the importance of readership in the success of scientific publications, could some-
thing simple as using a particular type of character “boost” the success of a publication. Our hypothesis is that the effect of
non-alphanumeric characters on the success of publications is constrained by conventions regarding readability and form.
Consequently, if such characters occur and exhibit a positive correlation with the success of publications, those characters
usually have a known function or are accepted elements. We  investigate this by posing the following research questions.
First, what non-alphanumeric characters exist in scientific publications? Then, can we  see a difference in the success of
publications with and without such characters? Also, are such effects global, or can we  see differences over disciplines?
Additionally, what is the effect of frequently occurring characters? Finally, how does the use and impact of characters
compare over fields?

2. Method

To investigate non-alphanumeric characters in titles, we  extracted publications from all research fields available in the
Web of Science database1 (WoS) published in the period 1999–2008. However, the number of publications available in the
WoS for that period is large (almost 13 million), which makes exhaustive analyses too time-consuming and we  therefore
took a representative, 5% random sample from the WoS, reducing the number of publications to almost 650,000.

To extract the non-alphanumeric characters from the titles of the publications in this set, we  used simple regular
expression2 (Aho, 1990). By matching titles with this expression, we got for every publication a (possibly empty) list
of non-alphanumeric characters. If this list was empty, we regarded a title as “alphanumeric”, and “non-alphanumeric”
otherwise.

To express the success of a publication we chose citation counts. Obviously, success expressed in citations is not the
same as success expressed in readers (Moed, 2005). Still, we consider this metric appropriate in the context of scientific
success, as well as (not unimportantly) generally easier to obtain than number of readers. To calculate the citation rates we
proceeded as follows. For the (almost 500,000) articles, letters, notes, and reviews in our sample, we counted the citations
from the (almost 13 million) other publications in the WoS  published in the same period. Unfortunately, absolute citation
counts cannot be used to compare publications published in different fields, because the (average) length of a reference list
differs from field to field and hence the expected number of citations. Therefore, we  used the CWTS CPP/FCSm indicator, a
field-normalised citation metric that employs the WoS  journal subject categories (JSCs) as proxies for fields (Moed, De Bruin,
& Van Leeuwen, 1995; Van Raan, 1996). By using this metric, we  can compare citation counts over fields. We  acknowledge
that JSCs have well-known problems with respect to the delineation of related research, and that they provide a rather high-
level classification with only 243 categories to represent all scientific research. Nevertheless, they are a readily available
categorisation of related publications, with a definition that is standardized in a transparent way and quite stable over time.
We measured correlation between the use of non-alphanumeric characters and impact both in general (whole of science)

and at the discipline level (such as “mathematics” or “clinical medicine”). Because we  regard disciplines as aggregations of
related science fields, we also used aggregations of JSCs to represent disciplines. These aggregations have been developed
at CWTS (NOWT, 2008) and are actively maintained.3

1 This WoS  database is available to the CWTS under license from its publisher Thomson Scientific and contains publications published from 1980 onwards.
2 We  used the Perl-like regular expression [ˆ\w\s] which has the following meaning: the square brackets indicate a character set consisting of the

character families \w (all alphanumeric characters) and \s (all whitespace characters), which is negated by the caret (ˆ); so this expresses a match of
characters which are neither alphanumeric nor whitespace.

3 Maintenance is needed because the JSCs are not stable, but gradually change over time.
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In every set of publications, the value of a metric such as the CPP/FCSm differs from paper to paper. To compare values
ssociated with particular sets of publications, we  should take into account this variation when we judge how strong the
ifference between observed values is. We  used bootstrapping (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993) to accomplish this. Bootstrapping

s a technique which repeatedly resamples observations with replication,4 and calculates a statistic for every resampled
et.5 The collected values of these calculations can be regarded as an approximation of the distribution around some mean.
he use of bootstrapping for this purpose is not new. In the past, bootstrapping has for example been used by Barber and
hompson (2000) to analyse cost data related to patient care, while taking into account the skewed distribution of such data.
n addition, Chaudhary and Stearns (1996) used it to analyse the cost-effectiveness of trials. In our study, we  recalculated
he CPP/FCSm for 10,000 samples.6 The result we  used to create density plots: if we  saw the plots hardly overlapped, then
e assumed that this indicated that impact values associated with these sets were different.

Some non-alphanumeric characters are quite common tools in English words and phrases. To assess the effect of those
ommon non-alphanumeric characters, we repeat our analyses twice: once including all non-alphanumeric characters and
nce without the five most frequent non-alphanumeric characters. Because the second analysis excludes titles that only have
requently occurring non-alphanumeric characters, we  get an impression of the effect of less common non-alphanumeric
haracters in titles.

Finally, to compare individual non-alphanumeric characters in fields in which they occurred frequently, we  employed a
atrix visualisation called a “heatmap” in the statistical environment R (R Development Core Team, 2005). This visualisation

s a matrix of coloured cells and two dendrograms: one at the top and one at the right of the matrix. These dendrograms
re the result of separately clustering the rows and columns of the matrix, and are used to reorder these rows and columns.
he heatmap allowed us to assess two different (but related) issues at the same time: fields that appeared close together
howed similar use or impact of characters; while characters that appeared close together, showed similar effect over fields.
or example, if Hematology and Oncology appeared as two subsequent rows in the heatmap for occurrence, this meant that
heir use of certain characters in titles is similar. We  coloured cells using a gradient of grey colours, with white to indicate
early zero and black to indicate a value near the maximum. To cluster, we  employed the (in R) default hierarchical clustering
lgorithm (complete linkage) and Euclidean distance.

. Results and discussion

.1. Occurrence of non-alphanumeric characters

Our 5% random sample consisted of 642,807 WoS  publications, all published between 1999 and 2008. Table 1 lists the 29
on-alphanumeric characters we encountered in the titles of these publications. Next to rank (#) and character (C), this table
lso shows the number of publications (N) associated with a character, as well as the percentage (%) relative to all publications
in the sample); a point estimate of the impact (I); and the number of publications (articles, letters, notes, reviews) used
o calculate that impact (N2). In total, 434,072 publications (68%) have at least one non-alphanumeric character in their
itle, most frequently a (combination of) hyphen, colon, comma  or parenthesis. Overall, we counted 1,102,904 occurrences
f non-alphanumeric characters, which is about 2% of the 56,148,591 total character occurrences.

Interestingly, Table 1 shows a slight difference between the occurrences of characters which ought to appear in pairs,
uch as “(” and “)”, or “{” and “}”. After looking up some original copies of publications which showed this asymmetry, we
onclude that these differences are database-processing errors.

.2. Occurrence over time

Some authors have suggested that the occurrence of specific non-alphanumeric characters in titles, like the colon (Dillon,
982) and the question mark (Ball, 2009), increases over time. It is therefore interesting to see if this is also the case for the
omplete ensemble of non-alphanumeric characters in Table 1. To accomplish this, we  counted the number of publications
er year with and without at least one non-alphanumeric character in their title, as well as the percentage relative to the
otal number of publications in that year (in the sample). The result is Table 2, which shows that the absolute number of
ublications with one or more non-alphanumeric characters increases steadily over time, while the relative number of such

itles in the sample is stable. This suggests that there is no general change or trend in the use of these characters in the last
ecade. As such, our finding contrasts those earlier results.

4 Which means that observations can occur multiple times in a sample, because each time an observation is chosen from the set of observations, it is not
emoved from that set, so it can be chosen again.

5 A more detailed description on how and when to apply bootstrapping techniques can be found in Carpenter and Bithell (2000).
6 This number is arbitrary, yet well beyond the 1000–2000 repeats suggested in Efron and Tibshirani (1993). Current computer power makes such large

epeats possible; however, even larger repeats are not useful, as the do not significantly change the observed characteristics of the distribution of the
tatistic.
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Table  1
The 29 non-alphanumeric characters ranked by number of publications N; also given is the occurrence as a percentage (%) relative to the total number
(642,807) of publications in the set, a point-estimate of the impact I, and the number of publications N2 (article, letters, notes, and reviews) used to calculate
the  impact.

# C N % I N2

1 - 266,506 41.5 1.01 210,695
2 : 125,316 19.5 1.1 167,816
3 , 83,960 13.1 0.99 58,704
4 )  69,849 10.9 0.89 50,334
5  ( 69,846 10.9 0.89 50,335
6  . 57,010 8.9 0.81 19,981
7  ’ 35,029 5.5 0.83 19,319
8 /  19,244 3.0 1.1 15,446
8 ?  18,102 2.8 1.02 11,747
9  + 6462 1.0 0.96 5355

10 ” 6303 1.0 0.86 3901
11  [ 4612 0.7 0.73 4210
12 ]  4591 0.7 0.73 4193
13  = 2256 0.4 0.91 2168
14  ; 1577 0.3 0.78 1036
15  & 1328 0.2 0.49 631
16  > 835 0.1 1.09 731
17 ! 736 0.1 0.44 354
18  % 613 0.1 1.15 468
19 *  521 0.1 0.91 439
20  { 438 0.1 0.91 423
21  } 425 0.1 0.91 410
22 < 377 0.1 0.95 322
23  @ 89 0.0 1.14 75
24  $ 64 0.0 0.21 20
25  # 56 0.0 0.82 34
26 45 0.0 0.34 32
27  \ 14 0.0 0.50 13
28  | 3 0.0 0.30 3
29 ‘ 1  0.0 0 0

Table 2
The number of publications N in the sample, and the Nwith that have at least one non-alphanumeric character, as well as the percentage of publications
with  such a character.

Year N Nwith %

1999 56,441 38,131 68
2000  55,929 38,079 68
2001  57,855 39,566 68
2002 56,178 38,140 68
2003  62,738 42,019 67
2004  60,212 40,831 68
2005  73,547 49,647 68
2006  68,292 45,927 67
2007  70,663 47,955 68
2008  80,952 53,777 66
Total  642,807 434,072 68

3.3. Examples of titles with non-alphanumeric characters

Tables 1 and 2 clearly show that some non-alphanumeric characters appear frequently in titles of scientific publications.
Even more, most publications have at least one non-alphanumeric character. Still, the occurrence of characters such as the
“@”, “|”, and “*” can be regarded as more “surprising”. To provide more context of their use, we  show some examples.7 Our
first example is the use of “@” in the following chemistry-related title:

Synthesis of Au@SiO2 Core/Shell Nanoparticles and their Dispersion into an Acrylic Photocurable Formulation: Film
Preparation and Characterization (Sangermano, Perruchas, Gacoin, & Rizza, 2008)
The next title shows a similar use of the “@”, as well as a particular use of the dot and the hyphen:

7 The examples are extracted from the whole WoS  and not exclusively from our sample.
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ig. 1. Density (estimated using bootstrapping) plots for the distribution of the CPP/FCSm value in publications with at least one non-alphanumeric
haracter (striped), only alphanumeric characters (solid), as well as the overall impact (dotted). The left plot shows the overall comparison, and the right
lot  shows the comparison which excludes the top five most frequent characters (see Table 1) from the non-alphanumeric set.

Design of Rh@Ce0.2Zr0.8O2-Al2O3 nanocomposite for ethanol steam reforming (De Rogatis, Montini, Casula, &
Fornasiero, 2008

These two examples show that the “@” is functional, because it has meaning attached: apparently it expresses (nano-)
articles (Au, Rh) attached to some surface (such as SiO2). However, the following use of “@” in a genomics paper has no
eaning and is clearly decorative:

ISOL@: an Italian SOLAnaceae genomics resource (Chiusano et al., 2008).

Chemistry harbours more examples of the functional use of non-alphanumeric characters. For example there appears to
e a convention to indicate “microinterfaces” with a vertical bar “|”:

Voltammetry of tetraalkylammonium picrates at water|nitrobenzene and water|dichloroethane microinterfaces;
influence of partition phenomena (Sladkov, Guillou, Peulon, & L’Her, 2004).

Outside of chemistry, there are also examples of the functional use of non-alphanumeric characters, although admittedly
ess spectacular and with a meaning that is less clear:

*Bhrather “Brother” + Indoeuropean Etymology (Parvulescu, 1996)

However, the humanities too have fine examples of purely decorative use:

***!!!The Battle Of The Century!!!*** (Goldbarth, 1997)

We finish with an example that combines an impressive number of distinct non-alphanumeric characters in a single title,
ll used functionally:

Endohedral (X@ZniSi)i = 4-160,± Nanoclusters, X = Li, Na, K, Cl, Br (Matxain, Eriksson, Formoso, Piris, & Ugalde, 2007)

.4. Correlation between use and impact

To measure the correlation between impact and the use of non-alphanumeric characters, we bootstrapped the calculation
f the impact indicator (CPP/FCSm)  for the 482,637 (75% of the 642,807 publications in our set) articles, letters, notes, and
eviews in our sample.

.4.1. Impact differences in the whole sample

First, we compared the impact of publications with and without non-alphanumeric characters, as well as the impact of

he whole sample. The left plot in Fig. 1 shows the result. In this plot, and in all subsequent similar ones, we  use a striped
ine for the group of non-alphanumeric publications, a continuous line for the alphanumeric publications, and a dotted line
or the whole sample. The plot shows a difference of about 0.10 between the alphanumeric and the non-alphanumeric point
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Fig. 2. The correlation between the impact (given as the logarithm of the CPP/FCSm value) and the number of non-alphanumeric characters in a single
title,  together with a linear estimation of the trend.

estimates of impact. In addition, judging from the density plots around these estimates, this difference is significant. The
difference between the non-alphanumeric set and the overall result is much smaller, and their plots show considerable
overlap. As the majority of papers in the sample has at least one non-alphanumeric character (as became apparent from
Table 2), this overlap is not surprising.

The result of the repeated analysis disregarding the top five most frequent characters is shown in the right plot of Fig. 1.
The plot shows that the non-alphanumeric set now has an impact which overlaps considerably with the alphanumeric
set. Apparently, the larger impact of publications in the non-alphanumeric set in the left plot is mostly associated with
publications that have titles with frequently occurring non-alphanumeric characters. Column I of Table 1 supports this
conclusion, since values become smaller (below 1.0) for less frequently occurring characters. A notable exception is the
slash “/” (1.1 for over 15,000 publications). Also note that frequent characters such as “(”, “)”, and “.”, correlate negatively
with impact at this global level.

3.4.2. Number of non-alphanumeric characters and impact
Given that the occurrence of at least one non-alphanumeric character correlates positively with impact, we  wondered

if the occurrence of more than one showed additional (positive or negative) influence. To assess this, we  created the plot
in Fig. 2, which shows impact values for publications with a given number of non-alphanumeric characters. The result also
shows a linear estimation of the trend, which is almost horizontal and we  thus see no evidence for a significant positive
(or negative) correlation. At most, we can conclude that publications with a larger number of non-alphanumeric characters
show a smaller variation in impact; but this is due to the increasingly smaller number of publications.

3.4.3. Examples of impact in three disciplines
We finish our impact analysis with three selected examples of impact correlations at the level of disciplines.  We  chose

these three (Clinical Medicine, Agriculture and Food Science,  and Biological Sciences) because each one illustrates a different
correlation between impact and the use of non-alphanumeric characters in titles.

Fig. 3 shows two rows of impact analyses: at the top using all characters and at the bottom without the top five non-
alphanumeric characters. We  first compare the plots on the top row. The left one, for Clinical Medicines, shows a higher
impact of non-alphanumeric publications, similar to the left plot in Fig. 1. The middle plot for Agriculture and Food Science
on the other hand, shows no significant difference between the groups. The right plot for Biological Sciences finally, shows a

reversed effect where the alphanumeric titles have a larger impact. These plots show that individual disciplines can exhibit
other correlations than at the global level. Still, the bottom row makes this even clearer. Again, for Clinical Medicine, we  see a
result similar to the right plot in Fig. 1, where the positive effect of non-alphanumeric characters has disappeared. However,
the plot for Agriculture and Food Science publications now shows a positive effect for non-alphanumeric publications, where
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ig. 3. Density plots for the distribution of the CPP/FCSm value for three selected major science fields, for the publications with at least one non-alphanumeric
haracter (striped), only alphanumeric characters (solid), as well as the overall impact (dotted), estimated using bootstrapping. The first row shows the
verall  results, while the bottom row shows those in which the top five characters are excluded from the non-alphanumeric range.

one is visible in the plot above it. Finally, the plot for Biological Sciences shows an amplified difference of the plot above it,
n which the non-alphanumeric set has even less impact.

.5. Fields and characters

We  now move away from the global and discipline levels and continue our analyses at the level of science fields and
ndividual characters. First, we show some general field-specific numbers, after which we  investigate the use and impact of
ndividual characters in and over fields.

.5.1. Occurrence in fields
Table 3 lists the 10 fields which have the most (in absolute numbers) publications containing at least one non-

lphanumeric character (column N). The first two  fields are chemistry-related, followed by three medical fields. In general,
he physical sciences and the life sciences appear to be equally present. Nevertheless, we also note that most life science
elds have a clear biochemical association.

Additionally, in column N2 the number of publications is given that include a non-alphanumeric character outside the
op five in their title. For most fields, the number of occurrences of non-alphanumeric characters is about 25%. Notable
xceptions are Chemistry, Multidisciplinary and (to a lesser degree) Oncology. The high number of Chemistry, Multidisciplinary
orrelates with the examples we showed above.

.5.2. Use and impact of characters over fields

Table 3 and the example titles already showed that some non-alphanumeric characters are used in field-specific ways. To

urther investigate this, we created a heatmap of the top 30 (ordered by descending N) fields and the 29 non-alphanumeric
haracters. Fig. 4 shows a map  where a cell for field F and character C is coloured according to the number of publications that
ave at least one such character in their title. The clustering of characters visualised by the dendrogram at the top, shows
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Table  3
The 10 fields with the most publications N containing a non-alphanumeric character, as well as the number of publications N2 with at least one non-
alphanumeric character outside the top five most frequently occurring characters (see Table 1 and the ratio N2/N expressed as a percentage (%).

# Field N N2 %

1 Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 22,183 5075 23%
2  Chemistry, Multidisciplinary 14,872 7132 48%
3  Neurosciences 12,491 3045 24%
4 Oncology 12,336 3645 30%
5 Pharmacology and Pharmacy 12,157 2820 23%
6  Materials Science (Multidisciplinary) 11,678 2654 23%
7  Chemistry (Physical) 11,582 3171 27%
8  Cell Biology 11,291 3102 27%

9  Surgery 10,678 2544 24%

10  Physics (Applied) 10,576 2450 23%

that characters appear divided in four differently graded “bands” of occurrence. The clustering of the fields visualised by the
dendrogram at the left, shows that thematically related fields show a similar use of certain non-alphanumeric characters.

Overall, two main branches exist in the clustering of fields: one which starts at the first row down to the row History, and
a second one below that. The first branch contains mostly medical fields mixed with some biology and other fields, and the
second branch only contains fields from chemistry and physics.

We created a second heatmap using the same fields as in Fig. 4, but now a cell is coloured as a function of impact instead
of occurrence. The resulting Fig. 5 shows that impact does not divide characters and fields in such clear groups as frequency
did in Fig. 4. For example, we do not see “bands” of high-impact like the one we  found in Fig. 4 for frequency, but values

are more dispersed. Still, we can observe some branches of related fields: a high-level chemistry group as well as a medical
group. Additionally, Cardiac & Cardiovascular Systems is now an outlier and placed in a branch with History; but in Fig. 4, it
is in the branch with other medical fields.

Fig. 4. A heatmap of the occurrence matrix of non-alphanumeric characters per field: the dendrogram at the top of the map  shows a clustering of the
characters shown at the bottom; the dendrogram at the left of the map  shows a clustering of the fields shown at the right; darker colours indicate higher
(normalised) frequency of occurrence of a character in a field.
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ig. 5. A heatmap like in Fig. 4, but now using the CPP/FCSm value of non-alphanumeric characters per field, instead of the frequency of occurrence of a
haracter in a field.

. Conclusions

We  started this publication by pointing out that nowadays, there are many sources of information which require the
ttention of a scientific researcher. As a result, searching of new, potentially interesting scientific publications, has to compete
ith those other sources of information, that a researcher has to scan every day. We then continued to hypothesize that

herefore, the title of a publication which wants to capture an audience, needs to strike a balance between conforming and
urprising. An author has several options to accomplish this, for example by using characters that are neither letters nor
umbers. The use of such characters and the correlation with success of publications that use them, is the main topic of our
aper.

We found that in a representative random sample of publications from the Web  of Science (WoS) database, 29 different
on-alphanumeric characters occur. Of course, this specific set of characters could be a database artefact, where the database
roducer has replaced characters that are even more “surprising” by approximations or left them out completely. Addition-
lly, our analyses make clear that using non-alphanumeric characters in a title can be considered normal for an average
ublication in the WoS, while not doing so is less normal. We  also found that the relative occurrence of these characters

n titles is stable.  This finding contrasts earlier work, which focused on absolute numbers and suggested an increasing use.
elected examples showed that some characters are used functionally and may have meaning associated with them, such
s the “@”. Most of these functional uses came from chemistry.

In general, publications with titles that have non-alphanumeric characters have a larger impact than publications without.
lthough the difference is small (0.10), the density plots we  created using bootstrapping nevertheless showed it to be
ignificant. We  also calculated impact without the top five most frequently occurring characters, and we then saw that
he remaining non-alphanumeric publications exhibited lower impact values. However, we showed examples at the level
f disciplines in which the correlation is absent or even reversed. In addition, an increasing number of non-alphanumeric

haracters in a single title showed no additional effects on impact.

Furthermore, we compared fields with respect to the use and impact of non-alphanumeric characters. As already appar-
nt from the examples, fields from chemistry are shown to be an important source of titles containing non-alphanumeric
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characters, together with life science fields with a biochemical element associated with them. The heatmaps we cre-
ated show that fields cluster strongly on use, but less on impact. The interesting aspect of this finding is that, although
these fields are topically related, this thematic relation is replicated through similar use or (to a lesser degree) impact
of single characters. Again, this indicates that the use (and acceptance of using) such characters is shared over related
fields.

We think that our observations fit our hypothesis that the most successful publications should strike a balance between
convention and surprise. For example, not including any non-alphanumeric characters is just as “odd” as including more
exotic characters, unless such exotic characters have a specific meaning (as shown by the chemistry examples). An author
therefore cannot artificially boost the success of a publication by including arbitrary non-alphanumeric characters. This is
in line with Sagi and Yechiam (2008),  who found that humour is generally not appreciated (and thus uncommon) as a mode
of discourse in scientific titles; and also with Hartley (2007),  who demonstrated the reluctant acceptance of the colon as
a standard character in titles of scientific publications. To put things in a broader perspective Haslam et al. (2008) already
noted that besides the structure and language of a title, there are many additional factors that influence the prestige of an
article: author eminence, journal prestige, and the length of a publication were all shown to correlate strongly with the
number of citations. Future research will also move beyond the analysis of single tokens to the analysis of templates or
syntax. One topic could be the placement of the non-alphanumeric characters, as they do not appear at random positions
in titles, but are part the phrasing or syntax. Additionally, we  consider using stylometrics to measure the complexity of the
language used in titles and correlate that with impact. A final idea is to create a dictionary of the function or pragmatics of
specific characters, like the “@” and “|” we found in the examples given above.

Such additional analyses would slowly increase our knowledge on what makes a publication get the attention of reader.
Because, in the end, that is what it was all about in the first place.
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